of former kings, who are thereby induced to lend their aid in time of war. Such sacrifices have involved the slaughter not only of sheep and fowls but also of men." The scenes witnessed at these anniversary feasts of the dead "rivalled in horror those held in honor of the Aztec gods." 12 A further and less gory practice of the Dahomey royal family is to appoint some female official to represent each deceased monarch on ceremonial occasions, a custom which we may note as an interesting parallel to the "personator" of ancient China. The devotion to ancestors in Dahomey, however, is not limited to the kings alone, for members of the upper classes are accustomed to place in their houses the skulls of those who have been dead for more than a few years and to appeal to them for advice and assistance. 13 The Yoruba, who live just to the east of Dahomey, maintain in their houses a family worship of deceased ancestors, both male and female.'4 Their belief in the power of the dead over the living is enhanced by the frequent custom of burying the dead in the houses, and expresses itself both in prayers for protection and in consultation of the dead upon affairs of importance. 15 The tribes of the Gold Coast and Slave Coast look to the dead as protectors of the family who are interested in the affairs of this world and in the fortunes of their descendants; and appeals for aid, accompanied by offerings, are sometimes made to the spirits of such ancestors as are not too remote.'6 Nevertheless, as Ellis points out in his noted work on the Evrespeaking peoples, the dead, though commonly regarded as guardians, are not considered to be gods. They entirely different from that of gods or nature-spirits, who must constantly be propitiated to avert their ill-will, and who are objects of worship not only for the living but for the dead themselves. Furthermore the nature gods are not deified dead men, and ancestral ghosts seldom if ever develop into naturespirits. 17 Of the inhabitants of the plateau of Bandiagara in southcentral Nigeria it is recorded that an altar to ancestors is placed in the family home, upon which sacrifices are offered during a certain period after death when the soul hovers between the grave and the home. '8 Somewhat fuller evidence is available for the general area of both the Edo-speaking peoples and the Ibo-speaking peoples of Nigeria. Among the former every house has its shrine and its household worship, which includes the worship of ancestors. The ancestors are represented sometimes by long wooden staves carved with decorations, sometimes by heads of wood or bronze. Annual celebrations take place, usually on the anniversary of the death. The sacrifices, offered by all the sons or by the eldest son, "seem to be looked upon rather as a means of keeping away sickness or other misfortune than as a duty imposed by pious regard." 19 In the large tribe of the Baganda the most venerated spirits were probably those of departed relatives, whose power for good or evil was incalculable. The ghosts were thought to have many of the wants and emotions of the living. Subject to cold and thirst (although not, curiously enough, to hunger), they could be pleased by kindness or angered by neglect. Hence it was the constant concern of the living to care for their interests and thus to avoid the retaliation that might bring sickness and death in the clan. The majority of the ghosts, however, if treated well, were kindly disposed to assist the members of their own clan; and frequent offerings of beer or clothing at 38 . We are to march tomorrow; let no bullet strike me, no arrow and no spear." 63 To multiply the number of these obscure tribal names would make no clearer the wide extent of ancestor worship in this area; and we may conclude our survey of this particular territory by noting that offerings and prayers to ancestors have been remarked by observers among the Konde peoples (just north of Lake Nyassa), and among the Wabena and the Manganja. 64 Westward, in Northeast Rhodesia, the Wanyamwanga are accustomed to offer to the ancestral spirits the first beer and flour made from the new harvest. With the invitation to the spirits to partake go thanksgiving for the harvest and petitions to avert illness and to maintain peace. punishment which the people dread, and seek to avert." 94 An interesting piece of early testimony to the religion of this same group of tribes is offered in a work by two French missionaries, who preface their remarks with the quaint statement that "all the blacks whom we have known are atheists; it would nevertheless be not impossible to find among them some deists." Not quite content, however, with this sophisticated classification, they proceed to explain the local cult of ancestors, stating that these divinities correspond to the manes of the ancient pagans. 9 Bantu is the name applied to the family of languages spoken by nearly all the peoples inhabiting the territory south of a certain irregular boundary, drawn between Cameroon and Zanzibar. Since the name is also applied to the peoples themselves, it covers a large number of the tribes to which we have referred above. One or two quotations concerning the Bantu in general will therefore serve to reinforce and to summarize the facts already presented. The religion of the whole Bantu family, says Frazer, appears to be mainly ancestor worship.96 And, says Theal, "the religion of the Bantu was based upon the supposition of the existence of spirits that could interfere with the affairs of this world. These spirits were those of their ancestors and their deceased chiefs." 97 As Sir Harry Johnston puts it, "the essence of true Negro religion is ancestor worship." 98 The 
